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CHAPTER I 
INI'RODlJCTION 
The nursing profession she. res 1·.'i th other ·cisci;olines the 
obligation to examine those functio::1s Hhich affect the education and 
clinical ex~erience of its members. Harriet L~ndler observed tlmt, 
"a s:i;1ple fact finding tec~mique can be ap:oliecl to an everyday nursing 
problem".1 
Verbal conmunication in nursing conferences contains the content 
by t:;hich the nursing knm..,rledge and experiences of individual nurses are 
shared. Dbcussion discloses a variety of situations and circumstances 
inherent in the interpersonal relations of nurses and petticnts 1·1hich 
promote or impede nursing care. In a pre-stu(y the Director of I,llrses 
\'las contact2d .:mel 2.pproval \·ras obtained to observe nursing conferences, 
dependent on t!:e acceptance of the head nurses in the t·.'ards on 1·1hich 
nursing conferences Nere held. The acting supervisor of the Reception 
Building extetl(!ed an invitation to the 1~ri ter to attend a meeting of 
head nurses to discuss the study. 
\H th the permission of the bead nurses etnd students involved, 
the pre-study \'las conducted on two wards so that verbal teclmiques of 
nursing conferer:ces could be observed and recorded, :end so that skill 
The 
11-ra.~riet M. Kandler, "Studying a Problem in Psychiatric Nursing", 
American Journal of Nursing. 51:108 February, 195L 
could be developed in identifying nursing problems. Three conferences 
were observed on each 1mrd. A tool was devised. The characteristics 
of the ,,roblems ,.,ere t'1e st<!tements which the nurses made or inferred in 
the context of the c~.iscussions. The ninety-seven problems identified 
,.,ere e.nalyzed !Uld classified into the seven categories which e.re listed 
in order, from the problem that 1·:as most fre<Juently mentioned to the 
problem least mentioned: patients • behavior, nurses • behavior, Plltient-
nurse interaction, physical nursing care :>roblems, ward environment 
problems, problems between non-nursing personnel and nurses, and student 
nursing activities. 
Statement of Problem: lbw fre<Juently are problems perceived by 
an observer and agreed on by participants of 't':JO psychiatric nursing 
conferences? On what types of problems are decisions for action made? 
Justification of Problem: The :·:riter•s experience as a partici-
pant in many nursing conferences indicated that often most of the time 
was spent in the recounting of individual nursing experiences. TI1ere 
was apparently little recognition of the nursing problems iinplici t in 
the variety of difficult nursing situations encountered by nurses. 
A review of pertinent literature revealed that there 1·1as a need 
for a study to investicate the functions of psychiatric nursinc con-
ferences in order to identify anc' to analyze the nursing problems dis-
cussed so t':at ne1·1 knowlec'ce and ideas could be translc. ted into practice 
and teaching situo.tions. Nurse educators <>.nd nursing practitioners 
could improve psychiatric care by utilizing and analyzing :)roblem situ-
ations similc.r to those found in t!:is study. 
2 
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scope and Limitations: This study v;as conc'ucted on two wards in 
the reception building of a state hospital. Five nursing conferences 
vrere observed on a male \•lard which had an aver2,ge census of thirty-four 
patients; five conferen:: es were observed on ::t female 1·mrd uith an 
average census of t:lirty patients. 1'\·Jo heac: nurses o.nd nine o.ffiliating 
stuc!ents po.rticipctted. Only the discussion content consic:erecl. T"ne 
identification of problems was made by the observer alone. 
Definition of Terms: For the purpose of this study a nursing 
conference refers to a scheduled meeting of the hectcl nurse o.nc' the 
affiliating students 1·1ho met to cliscuss patient care. 
Preview of Met:1odology: 'II~o wards ,-;ere selectee\ 2.s sui table 
places where the study could be conducted after a tool 1~o.s devised in a 
pre-study an<:: retested in this study • lllta 1·:as obtained by observation 
of ten nursin::; conferences and confirmed by the participants at the end 
of each conference. The study covered a period of six vreeks. 
Sequence of Presentation: 
C'1apter II - The Theoretical Frnme1~ork of the study in w:1ich 
pertinent and relatec! literature is revie,·.ted. 
Chapter III presents the description, the selection of the 
sample, a description of the tool ancl the methodology used to procure 
the data. 
Chapter IV incluC:es an analysis, classification, a.nd discussion 
of the data. 
Chapter V presents t'1e sumnary, conclusions ~.ncl recommendations 
f",· 
CHAPTHt II 
THEOREI'ICAL FRAME1GRK OF TilE STUDY 
A review of literature revealed that few studies have been done 
to identify psychiatric nursing problems in conferences. No studies 
were found in which direct observations were m<:cle in order to identify 
and to confirm the identification of these nursing problems. The 
literature, hot·Jever, stressed the :ilnportance of identifying problems in 
realistic situations. 
furing a period of psychiatric affiliation, Martin presented two 
hundred and thirty two students t'lith a question askin;:; t•!llat problems 
they found clifficuit to cope td th, particularly in l'atient contacts. 
Her study purposed to identify the problems of student nurses in relating 
to patients in the psychiatric setting. One conclusion of this study was 
that the students bad tile greatest number of problems in gaining rapport 
and communicatin:; tdth patients. 1 
Boettcher sent an open-ended questionnaire listing eighteen 
diff{cult psyc:U.atric situations and an adC:itional form requesting 
background information to professional and non-professional nursing 
service personnel on psychiatric units in five different hos;'i tals. Her 
-----·-·------· 
1Mamie Florence M~>.rtin, "The Identification of Problems of 
Student Nurses in Relating to Patients in the Psychiatric Nursing 
Affiliation of a Selected State Hospital" (unpublished Master's thesis, 
University of \hsl:tington, 1952), P• 58. 
purpose in doing this opinion study <Jas to determine if background 
clmracteristics of the personnel influenced performance in difficult 
situations, She found that the most difficult situations for personnel 
2 to handle were emergency situations and ward management problems. 
Bixler believed that, "we need to plan a more scientific attack 
upon the problems which affect nursing". She encouraged, "a clearly 
impersonal and even coldly analytical", perspective in considering 
issues in nursing t~hich she .satt as unresolved problems which could be 
3 
acted upon. Bixler further believed that researc!: by observation 
despite "some serious drawbacks", 4 was practical. Nursing research, 
hO\·,oever, should not remain grounded in observing on-going behavior, but 
should deal 1·lith clmnges in behavior which could be affected by applying 
net~ nursing ;oolicies directed totmrd minimizing persistent nursing 
problems, 
Johnson felt it WAS the task of the profession, "to increase our 
knowledge in ways that will improve our ability to make reasonably 
valic: judgments within the range of IUlrsing practice"• She pointed to 
"good, bad, or indifferent"5 consequences Nhcn nursing knmdedge is 
com1:unicated prinarily by wotd of mouth. 
-------- ·-·-
2 
Louise Marie Boettcher, "An An:tlysis of 9ifficult Psychiatric 
Nursing Situations and their Relation to Selected Personnel Factors" 
(unpublished Master's thesis, University of Colorado, 1958), p, 56. 
? 
..;Genevieve K. Bixler, Ed. D. "Research in Nursingtt, The American 
Journal £[ Nursing, 50:442, July, 1950, 
4 Ibid.. p. 443. 
5 
lk>rothy E, Johnson, "A Philosophy of Nursing", 1\\lrsing 
Outlook, 7:199, April, 1959 •. 
5 
In the field of nursiii!> education Johansen emphasized the value 
of integrated teaching. She felt that, "one of the most effective areas 
. 6 for integration is Nhere experience and theory can be comb1ned", A 
series of conferences provide a common ground for ex)Jloring and reaching 
tentative conclusions about problems discussed, 
Peplau stuted that, "TI1e making of judgments in practice is basic 
to problem solving". 7 She cifferentiated bet\'Tecn judgment in practice 
and judgment in fact as f ollo11s: 
Judgments in practice: 
1, "Nurses are always in situations where something 
~~s to be done; choice is permitted by the 
necessity for a decision on ,.,hcct should be done. 
2, While pre-determined policies may operate to 
guicle nurse conduct, choices among alternatives 
arc often possible 
3, Choices depend upon deliberations of facts. 
Judgments in fact: 
1, When facts arc considered choice is further 
limited. 
2. Facts determine 1·1hat can be done, i.e., what 
the possibilities and limits c.re" • 
In Peplau's opinion, w:1en nurses progress from judgments in practice to 
those in fact, and then to better judgments in practice, the former 
become sounder anc1. more effective. 8 
6 
Dorothy Johansen, PH.D., "The Inte::;rative Method of Teaching", 
The American Journal of Nursing, 50:113, February, 1950. 
7Ealdegard Peplau, Interpersonal Relations in l~rsing, 
(Net·: York: G. P. Putnam's Sons, 1952) p. 239, 
8 Ib" r 287 
--2:.S•. p. . 
6 
Corey, t<riting on action research describe;; it as, "conducted 
in heat of combat", so that the investigators, "may knot1, on the basis 
of relatively objectiv~ evidence, whether or not they are accomplishing 
the things they h::wc to accomplish", }£ defines action re~ec.rch as, 
"resee_rch undertaken by practitioners in order to improve their 
practice", and distinguitt1les it from fundamental research t'.rLich is 
9 
motivated by a desire to arrive at truth, This entire concept in 
' 
nethocl, native, ant! scene of action has a counterpart in a study of 
nursing conferer..ces. 
In the field of philosophy support t<as given to several ;)oints 
of the assumptions underlying the study, Rapoport, ;·:ho critiCD.lly 
ex::u:tined out-of-elate philosophies and exposed their inadequacy for 
present clay existence, postulated an operation:o.l philosophy inquiring 
into relations between thinking and doing, 10 An operational vie.<point 
holds thought and action inseparable, as they bear upon those events or 
ope rat ions subject to change, He emphasized the problem of "mapping 
experience upon language", and saw in the a\'/arenes~; of problems OPlJor-
tunities for exploration. In the pursuit of these op:;>ortuni ties creative 
abilities may be c:1allenged, 11 These selected aspects of an operational 
philosophy offer a blueprint for improvinc nursing conferences, w'1ich 
in effect, cr:.n make nursins practices sounder and more scientific. 
9 Stephen M. Corey, "Action Research", 1\'ursing Research, Vol, V, 
No, 3, February, 1957, p, 122, 
10Anatol Ra)oport, Operational 
Brothers, Publishers, 1953), p. 3, 
11 
~-· p. 153. 
Philosophy, (New York: H1rper & 
7 
. 
CHAPTER III 
MBTIDOOLOGY 
Selection and Description of Sample: This study was conducted in 
the Reception Building of a large state hospital where the average daily 
census was more than three thousand patients. Preliminary observations 
of staff conf ereoc es on four m1rds determined tloe selection of units to 
be studied. A male anc! a female vmrd l'iere chosen because the nurses on 
these tmrds met regularly to discuss patient c2.re. 
Tool Used to Collect Data: Data indicating the problems stated 
and the decisions for action made on these problems 1~ere recorded on a 
form represented •,y the following: 
Hursin·, Problems 
Conference # 
Ward 
Date 
Decisions 
for action 
_L_ __ 
Procurement of the l}ata: The role of the investigator was that 
of a non-participant observer seated 1·Iith the nurses in conferences 
v1hich •·1ere held either in a small office, or in a larger conference room. 
Both t·rarc's Nere open 1·12.rds, sbtilar in physical structure and comparable 
in furnishings. Each had an attractive day room t~hich contained a 
television. The patient population of both wards ranged from teen-
agers to early middle aged patients. The units differed in staffing 
patterns. On the female unit professional and non-professional women 
composed the staff. On the male ward the non-professional staff were 
male. The students had been in the experience one week when the study 
began. 
At the first conference on each ward the head nurse identified 
the investigator as a student who would observe a series of conferences 
to collect data on the discussion content. No mention was made of the 
focus on nursing problems. About five minutes were reserved at the 
end of the first conferences for the investigator to feed back to the 
group that part of the data she had identified as problems. TI1e par-
ticipants were requested to agree or disagree with the observer. 
The collection of data presented ~~o problems. Foremost was the 
task of identifying problems as they were stated in the context of the 
discussion. In part, this necessitated a recognition of situations 
and circumstances which hindered satisfying contacts be~oeen nurses 
and patients, and which L~plied deterrents to effective nursing care. 
Secondly, it was necessary to abstract from several statements the 
basic remark which conveyed the problem. 
Lundber; was especially helpful in his interpreting of the sub-
jective or intuitive factors which operated in this phase of identifying 
problems. As he explained, "the observation and recording of data 
• •• 
consists of making ••• accurate observations with the human senses 
(i.e., responding to certain stimuli with frequency and consistency), 
9 
assisted and corrected by instruments of precision."~ 
Rapoport defined feedback as "a principle according to which an 
2 
action is controlled by its otm results". The sense in which feedback 
t~as used in this study t\Tas best described by Rapoport's assertion that, 
"feedback corrected behavior is ~rposeful behavior governed by signals 
which indicate the discrepancy between the actual and desired state of 
affairs".3 
The feedback method of confirmation provided the participants 
an opportunity to reconsider statements selected by the observer, to 
confirm or reject them as stated problems accurately identified. Only 
those problems recorded by the observer and confirmed by the participants 
were used in the data. 
1George Lundberg, Social Research, (New York: Longmans, 
Green & Company, 1929) 1 p. 4. 
~poport, 2.£• .£!!•, p. 227. 
3Ibid., P• 189. 
10 
CHAPTER IV 
PRES~TION AND DISCUSSION OF DA~ 
The following categories selected to classify the data of this 
tudy were based on findings in the pre-study. 
Patients' Behavior - This category contains problems concerned 
~i th the physical acts of patients sub-classified as follows: 
A. A physical act directed against the nurse; 
A patient has been making advances toward the 
female personnel; he persists in this action. 
B. A physical act; 
A patient thr01~s coffee 
c. A refusal to comply with a nurse's request; 
A patient cried in the store - took off her coat 
and wouldn't put it on. 
D. An act of withdrawal; 
A patient is avoiding her therapy session. 
Problems which involved patients' feelings and attitudes were: 
A. .Expressed by patients abo•tt self; 
A patient wants to 11!111 herself. 
B. Observed and/or interpreted by nurses; 
A patient feels she has grandiose powers. "She is 
not to be trusted". 
c. Expressed about nurses; 
A patient thinks a nurse is a "blabber mouth" and 
"informs on him". /=to the doctorJ 
Nurses' Behavior- These problems apply to: 
A. Nurses' feelings, thoughts and questions about themselves 
and their behavior. For example: 
A nurse feels "picked on" and frustrated. "Hurses 
must knooJ how to give". 
What is the value of re-making patients' beds? 
B. Nurses' reactions to patients" behavior. 
"Some patients just sit". "They must be helped 
to move" /Improve/ - "come to some decision 
about their live'S". 
c. Nurses' concern about the ne aning of patients' 
behavior, such as : 
"Is a patient's behavior un unconscious desire 
for attention? He doesn't know what he wants or 
how to handle a situation"• 
D. Nurses' interpretations of patients' behavior; 
"A patient is looking for a way to get whiskey". 
Patient-Nurse Interaction - This category includes problems of 
communication >tith and developing rapport with patients and nurses, such 
as: 
Nurses can't communicate >lith a Chinese patient. 
A nurse feels she is "Dot getting anywhere at all 
with a patient". 
Patient-Patient Interaction - These problems include nurses' 
observations of patient behavior as patients interacted with eaCh other. 
For example: 
A patient has become hostile. He exchanges threats 
1•ith another patient. 
Nursing Personnel Problems - Deal with nursing observations 
regarding other ward staff; 
Attendants don't do their assigned duties. 
Problems .2!,. Physical Nursing ~ - This category applies to 
nurses' concern about the physical symptoms of the patients and the 
treatment of these symptoms. For example: 
A patient has epileptic seizures. 
~ Enviroment • The problems in this category involved the 
nurses' concern about the appearance of the ward and of the patients, 
needed equi:tnent, and recreation. Bx:amples from the data: 
12 
"The 1~ard is so drab; patients look like patients". 
A new ironing board is needed on the ward. 
What about the party tomorrow? 
Student Nursing Activities - These problems apply to the student 
nurses' concern about recording nursing notes. An example from the data 
was: 
fbw about patients who work? What can nurses 
put on the nursing notes? 
Data obtained from the third, or middle conferences, on the 
male and female wards 11ere compared to demonstrate the method used to 
analyze the data collected in five conferences on each \1ard. The 
problems 11ere arranged in eight categories. Table I, page 14, shows 
the problems identified, their frequencies, and the decisions for 
action to solve these problems. 
13 
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TABLB I 
PROBLEMS AND FREQUENCIES IDBITIFI.BD IN THIRD NURSING OONFIRENCES 
ON MALE AND F.IMALE l1ARDS INDICATING D:OCISIONS 
FOR ACTION ON PROBLBIIS 
·-----~-· 
- -
Male Ward Female \1ard 
- 15e'Cisions DeCisions Problems 
Frequencies for Frequencies for 
Action 
---
Action 
---------
Patients' Behavior 
Physical Acts 4 1 1 0 
Feelings, attitudes 4 2 2 1 
Nurses' Behavior 
Physical Acts 0 0 0 0 
Peelings, attitudes 5 2 1 0 
Patient-N.trse Interaction 
Physical'Acts 0 0 3 2 
Feelings, attitudes 0 0 0 0 
Patient-Patient Interaction 
Physical Acts 0 0 0 0 Peelings, attitudes 0 0 0 0 
Nursing Personnel Problems 4 1 0 0 
Physical Nursing care 1 1 0 0 
~ Environment 3 1 0 0 
Student Nursing Activities 0 0 0 0 
Total 21 8 7 3 
On the male 11ard tl~enty-one problems fell in six categories, 
Eight problems ,;ere concerned with patient's behavior, Three decisions 
for action were made on these problems, Five problems were concerned 
with nurses' behavior, 1\~o decisions for action were made on these 
14 
problems, Four problems involved other nursing personnel, one problem 
was concerned with physical nursing care, and three problems were 
related f• · the t'i8rd environment. A decision for action was made on 
one problem in each of these categories, 
Seven, or one third as many problems occurred on the female 
ward, These problems fell in three categories, Three problems Nere 
concerned with patients• behavior, One decision for action was made 
on these problems, One problem involved nurses' behccvior, There were 
three problems concerned with patient-nurse interactions, 1\10 decisions 
for action t·1ere made on these problems, 
15 
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One hundred fifty-four problems toere identified by the observer 
and agreed upon by the participants of ten nursing conferences. Eighty• 
five problems were discussed on the male ward and si:<ty-liiRe problems 
were discussed on the female ward. The most frequently mentioned problem 
on both t<ards was patients' behavior. This problem occurred fifty-eight 
times. Thirty-six of these problems involved the physical behavior of 
patients. The problem second in importance on both 11ards was nurses' 
behavior. Problems in this category were mentioned thirty-seven times 
in nine conferences. 
On the male Nard the problem third in frequency was patient-:-nurse 
interaction. This problem 11as mentioned thirteen ti:"es. Three problems 
with patient interaction and five intra-staff nursing problems 11ere 
confined to the male tmrd. One problem t·Ji th the physical nursing care 
of patients 11as expressed in the second, third, and fourth conferences. 
Four t<ard enviromncnt problems were mentioned in the thirci and fourth 
conferences. One problem involving nursing activities was presented in 
in the fifth conference. 
Decisions for actit>n were made on seven categories of problems. 
On eight'tfive problems thirty-eight decisions were given. Thirty-one 
of these decisions t·Iere made on the three most frequently mentioned 
problems which l':ere patients' behavior, nurses' behavior, and patient-
nurse interactions. 
On the fem..1.le ward the third major problem related to ward 
lenviromnent. 1\·1elve of these problems were mentioned in the first con-
Ic erence and one 11as mentioned in the fifth conference. Eleven problems 
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concerned with patient-nurse interaction were posed in four conferences. 
Three problems concerned >·Iith the physical nursing care of patients were 
expressed in the first conference only. Similarly, the three problems· 
\1hich dealt \1ith rursing activities occurred in the first conference •• 
Decisions for action \~ere made on five categories of problems .• 
On sixty-nine problems tt•enty-seven decisions were given. '1\•enty 
decisions t•Jere made on the three most frequently mentioned problems 
which '•ere, patients' behavior, nurses' behavior, o.nd ward environment 
problems. On neither \1ard \·1ere decisions for action made on problems 
concerned with patient interactions. 
The number of problems mentioned on· the female Nard decreased 
in frequency from the first conference. On the male l·:ard the majority 
of problems Nere concentrated in the second and third conferences. 
Although the focus of this study \'las the identification of nursing 
~roblems, some problems identified were not confirmed. Tnose problems 
eliminated by the nurses \·tere identified in four conferences on the male 
!ward. In the fifth conference no problems were eliminated. 
The problems l<hich \·tere ruled out dealt with the following: 
"A patient \•rites threatening letters which cannot be sent";"A patient 
gets out of control and smashes 11indows"; "a patient repressed homosexual 
tendencies when approached by homosexual patients". "Is a patient suicide 
prone?" 
The first three problems were posed in the first conference. 
uicide, -in later conferences, was conceded to be a problem in the male 
mrd, lthile problems of external destruction and sexual problems ttere 
not mentioned. It was observed that a decision for action toward a 
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solution of the problem was made on seven of the ten problems eliminated. 
This might indicate that the nature of a problem, rather tlk'Ul the 
incidence of it, in some way determines its permissibility for identi-
fication. 
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CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY 1 CON:!LUSIONS AND ROCObWENDt\TIONS 
SUMMARY 
This study was conducted on two wards of a state hospital, to 
identify the rnusing problems and to determine on wi1at types of problems 
decisions for action were made. Data was collected by direct non-par-
ticipant observations of ten nursing conferences five of each held on a 
male and a female ward. A tool had been devised to record the data. 
A method of feed back was used to obtain agreement from ti1e nurses. 
CON:!LUSIONS 
The nurses caring for male patients encountered more problems 
which involved physical acts of patients' behavior. 
Patients' feelings and attitudes about themselves were problems 
to the nurses. 
The nurses' feelings and thoughts about themselves and their 
~ursing role in patient•nurse interactions, incurred problems. 
Com.'lunication and the development of rapport with patients were 
problems to both groups of nurses. 
The nurses were a~1are of patients' interactions t~ith each other. 
Personnel problems occurred on the male ward 1·rhen nurses had 
~egative feelings about male attendants. 
The nurses caring for female patients recognized that a 
comfortable and attractive ward, and recreational activities merited 
attention. 
The problems which occurred most frequently resulted in the 
greatest number of decisions for action. 
RB::<Mo!ENDATIONS 
It is recommended that, in light of the limitations of tlus 
study, a study be done by student nurses in psychiatric affiliation to 
identify their nursing problems 1"ith the purpose of determining the 
causes underlying these problems. 
It is recommended that a study be done using a tape recorder as 
a more accurate method to collect data. 
It is recommended that an investigation be made of the problem 
solving techniques used in the solution of problems which are die-
cussed in psychiatric nursing conferences. 
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APPENDIX A 
TABLE III 
PROBLE>IS AND FREQUENCIES IDENTIFIED IN FIRST NURSING O)l\'I'ERENCES 
ON MALE AND FFMALE WARDS INDICATING D.OCISIOtiS 
FOR AcriON ON PROBLE>lS 
.. ·--
Male Wocrd Female Ward 
Problems --~sions Decisions 
Frequencies for Frequencies for 
Action Action 
-·--·---· ·-- --. 
.. 
-··--
Patients' Behavior 
Physical Acts 6 1 8 4 
Feelings, attitudes 2 0 2 0 
Nurses' Behavior 
Phys1cal Acts 0 0 0 0 
~ Feelings, attitudes 4 2 6 5 
Patient-Nurse Interaction 
Physical Acts 3 2 5 2 
Feelings, attitudes 2 1 0 0 
Patient-Patient Interaction 
Physical Acts 1 0 0 0 
Feelings, attitudes 0 0 0 0 
Nursing Personnel Problems 0 0 0 0 
Physical Nursinv Care 0 0 3 0 
• 
\'lard Environment 0 0 12 7 
Student ~SiEJ?: :"_ct_iyi tie_s 1 1 3 2 
--
Total 19 7 39 20 
~ 
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TABLE IV 
PROBLRIS AND FREQUENCIES IfiiENTIFIED IN SECOND NURSING CQ}'FilRHiCES 
ON MALE AND FBIALE WARDS INDICATING DECISIONS 
FOR ACTION ON PROBLRIS 
4-----~ . . . ~--~ ~ ... - --~ -- .. 
-
Male \'lard Female l~ard 
Problems 15e'Cisions Iie'Cisions 
Frequencies for Frequencies for 
Action Action 
·---- -~·-·--
Patients' Bellavior 
Physical Acts 4 2 2 0 
Feelings, attitudes 6 ,6 2 0 
Nurses' Behavior 
Phys1.cal Acts 0 0 0 0 
Feelings, attitudes 8 3 5 0 
Patient-Nurse Interaction 
~"'\ Physical Acts 3 0 2 1 Feelings, attitudes 0 0 0 0 
Patient-Patient Interaction 
Physical Acts 0 0 0 0 Feelings, attitudes 0 0 0 0 
Nursing Personnel Problems 1 1 0 0 
Physical ~ursing ~ 1 1 0 0 
~ Environment 0 0 0 0 
Student NUrsin~ Activities 0 0 0 0 
Total 23 13 11 1 
- -- 4 - ~ ... ~ ... 
"' 
. 
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TABLE V 
PROBLIJ,IS AtiD FREQUENCIES IDENI'IFIED IN FOURT'n NURSING CONFERENCES 
ON MALE AND FEoiALE WARDS INDICATTIIG DECISIONS 
FOO. ACTION ON PROBLEMS 
Male \"lard Female Ward 
Problems IieC'isions Decisions 
Frequencies for Frequencies for 
Action Action 
Patients' Behavior 
Physical Acts 2 1 2 1 Feelings, attitudes 2 0 0 0 
Nurses' j!lehavior 
Phys1cal Acts 0 0 0 0 Feelings, attitudes 1 0 4 1 
Patient-NUrse Interaction 
Physicai"AC'ts 1 0 0 0 
"' 
Feelings, attitudes 1 1 0 0 
Patient-Patient Interaction 
Phys1cal Acts 1 0 0 0 Peeling[;, attitudes 0 0 0 0 
Nursing Personnel Problems 0 0 0 0 
Physical ~ursing ~ 1 1 0 0 
~ Environment 1 0 0 0 
Student Nursi$ Activities 0 0 0 0 
Total 10 3 6 2 
~ 
I 
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TABLE VI 
PROBLEMS AND FREQUENCIES IDENTIFIED IN FIFI'H NURSING CONFERENCES 
UN MALE AND FEMALE WARDS INDICATING DECISIONS 
FOR AGriON ON PROBLR!S 
Male ltard Femo.le Ward 
~isions Decisions 
Problems Frequencies for Frequencies for 
Action Action 
Patients·• Behavior 
Phys1cal Acts 5 2 2 0 
Feelings, attitudes 0 0 2 1 
Nurses' Behavior 
Physical Acts 0 0 0 0 
Feelings, attitudes 3 2 0 0 
Patient-Nurse Interaction 
~ Physical Acts 3 3 1 0 
Feelings, attitudes 0 0 0 0 
Patient-Patient Interaction 
Physical Acts 1 0 0 0 
Feelings, attitudes 0 0 0 0 
Nursing Personnel Problems 0 0 0 0 
Physical Nursing ~ 0 0 0 0 
Ward Environment 0 0 1 0 
Student Nur~e Activities 0 0 0 0 
--
Total 12 7 6 1 
. 
f""' 
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APPENDIX B 
THE PROBLBIIS IDENTIFIED BY THE OBSERVEt 
IN FIVE HJRSING CONFEtENCES 
ON THE MALE WARD 
A patient is too bizarre now, 
A patient tries to get off the word, 
A patient did something to test a nurse. 
A patient \·~ants to go off the ward and says he \"/ill abide by the rules, 
A nurse didn't know what measures or steps to take concerning a car 
accident on the grounds, 
What is going to happen to a certain patient? 
A patient has loud outbursts and uses t~u voices, 
A patient is off the >tard constantly - wants to be out by himself, He 
is getting more hostile and screams at the nurses, He is getting 
agitated, 
Is there an approach to this patient? 
\'/hat about nurses' notes on specific patients? 
A patient has superficial relationships with other patients, 
A patient is depressed - "probably doesn't want to be discharged", 
Nurse feels she is not getting anywhere at all with a patient - she 
is "lost" - "doesn't know". 
\'/hat goals does the nurse have for this patient? 
A nurse is trying to get a patient to sit down and be calm, 
A nurse wants to know what kind of delusions a patient is expressing, 
A patient was away on a week-end, This \1as not known by the head nurse, 
A nurse is trying to get a patient to cane to her rather than going to 
him, The patient is \1ithdrawn, 
A patient is afraid to be seen with a nurse, 
A patient \10uldn't give a nurse a bottle he had, (containing liquor) 
A nurse's advice was asked about whether patients could read certain 
literature, 
An attendant cannot be relied on to make decisions, 
What is beneficial or detrimental for patients to read? 
A nurse doesn't know what to say about a book being good or harmful 
for patients. 
Will a patient be allowed to finish a boo!<? 
A patient brings a1coi1ol on the ward, 
A patient decided he wouldn •t eat, 
A patient will be very upset because he cannot celebrate his religious 
holidays, He will be hard to handle, 
A patient is very depressed and unable to use controls at tlris tL~e. 
A patient has not returned from leave. 
Is a patient's depression being affected by his medication? 
A patient is potentially suicidal, 
A nurse feels the need of a new awroach to find out more about 
patients, 
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APPENDIX B (continued) 
"nk · ''blabbermouth" and "informs on him". A patient thi s !::. !'tl'"'le l.S a 
;-to the doctor/ 
A patient • s delusiona.L <>ystem has questionable cause. He is ~Gntra,.. 
dieting himself regarding his hallucinations. Is he pretending? 
A patient has contact dermatitis. 
A nurse feels she is running out of approaches 1·1ith a patient. What 
to do? He just sits. Patient is ''baffling" the nurse. 
Are a patient's responses insight, or is he giving back wh:tt has been 
said to him? 
A patient becomes 'agitated with a nurse. 
A patient "wants everybody to 1-..no~I about his bad temper". 
Some patients just sit. They must be helped to move ~improv!f - come 
to some decisions about their lives. 
A p?.tient speaks so low a nurse has difficulty hearing him. 
What approach is more effective •rith a patient? Individual and group 
aspects contradict ea<' other. 
A patient doesn't respohdo 
A patient doesn't seem gratified or appeased by an approach. 
Is a patient's behavior an unconscious desire for attention? He 
doesn't know '"hat he wants or how to handle a situation. 
A patient gets more bizarre each day he is restricted. 
A patient is supposed to stay in bed. He is agitated and has expressed 
suicidal thoughts. 
Nurses must be careful about what they say about patients in the 
presence of patients. 
A patient feels he has been restricted a long time for one little 
mistake. Patients 1~ho are restricted are getting restless. 
A patient •:1ants to be transferred to the VA. He feels he is mistreated. 
A patient on medication is asking to play cards. l'/11y? 
There are no locked razors on the ward. 
An attendant fino.nces patients' activities out of his o1m pocket. 
"Nurses must know how to give". 
Only one half or less of ward patients uill benefit from use of the 
ward coffee fund. 
A very clear line should be drawn bet1·1een patient and nurse regarding 
her social personality and her nursing role. 
Some patients don't have. heavy coats to go out. 
What is the value of re-making patients' beds? 
The nurses' bathroom is left untidy by the night staff. 
A broken urinal has not been fixed. 
Attendants don't do their assigned duties. 
"An attendant's personality is ;-or seems to bi/ inappropriate for 
working here". -
'The ward is tense 11 • 
A patient feels someone has stolen his money. 
A patient is suicidal and he is upset by his restriction to the ward. 
A nurse doesn't know '"hen and hot" to approach a patient 
Why has a former patient been re-admitted at this time?• 
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APPENDIX B (continued) 
A patient lies around all day. 
A patient has a hematoma on his head, apparently resulting from his 
compulsion for doing back flips. ae has to stop this. 
It is hard to communicate with patients who are off the \omrd working. 
One patient has a filthy room. 
If two pctients te=ed up, they would not help each other. 
A patient has been making advances tm~ard the female personnel. He 
persists in this action. 
A pat'ient doesn't verbalize his feelings yet acts nasty to the nurses. 
A patient \•/as disturbed in a situation ,.1hen a nurse had to make a 
firm request of him. 
A patient has become hostile. He exchanges threats v1ith another 
A patient is disturbing to other patients and personnel. !!e is a 
ward problem. 
A patient uses profane language and is getting aggressive. 
A patient threatens to kill himself. 
\ihat approaches can be used \titll this patient? 
A patient acted aggressively toward a nurse. She kne~1 she v10uld be 
in trouble if she "didn •t put her f cot dmm". 
A patient ;In a specific situation/ continued to touch a nurse 
despite-her evasion tactics. -
What is the significance of a patient's behavior? 
How can a patient be suproorted and helped to self control? 
THB PROBLBI!S IDENTIFIBD BY THE OBSERVER 
IN FIVE NURSING CONFERENCES 
ON TEE FEMALE WARD 
What about groups? what to do? 
When do nurses do notes? 
lbw to motivate a patient - get her out of bed? 
A patient gets upset. 
H0\•1 to approach a patient - nurse afraid of her - a sharp answer stops 
nurse from talking to her. 
A patient throws coffee. Should she be reproached? 
On \'lalks, a patient yells, picks up rocks. 
"It is like pulling teeth to get patients to play a game". 
A patient \1as trying to find out what was wrong. 
A patient is acting out lately. 
A patient is not to go off the ward. 
Is there some way of keeping up \•lith what everyone is doing regarding 
patients restricted to the v1ard? 
What about the party tomorrow? 
Who can (or will) get patients to sing at it? 
A patient got mad at a nurse. 
A patient smokes butts from the butt can. 
Ho\t much is truth and how much is feeling of a patient? 
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APPENDIX B (conti~ed) 
' 
HO\~ about patients \1ho work? Wlli1.t can qurses put on the nursing notes? 
A patient is uncommunicative. 
What can be done about ward decorations, for the holiday? 
Any funds to buy decorations? 
What patients can work on the decorations? 
NUrses couldn't find material for curta~ns. 
A new ironing board is needed on the wa~:d. 
Patients • bathroom needs to be fixed up:. 
Nothing that covers the bathroom entrance can be left in place all 
the time. 
"The ward is so drab. Patients look ll:ke patients". 
Why don't we have a ping pong table? 
Is there a supply center here? 
Have been promised furniture for montl~. Things never come. 
~ud-term exams are due pretty soon. 
Is a new patient paranoid? 
NUrses have to say "no" to a patient continually. 
On walks, one patient (most talkative) can take over the nurses' 
attention. 
A patient cried in the store - took off her coat - wouldn't put it on. 
A patient didn't want to be followed. 
A patient has epileptic seizures. 
A patient has a burn on her hand. 
"A patient has horrible looking Sl~ollen feet". 
Nurses had a period of depression - pre-Christmas; this was reflected 
in the patients. 
"So many new patients were admitted at one time". 
A patient's behavio.r has changed in the last fe~r weeks. She has be.come 
hostile to her therapist and leaves the 1·mrd. Nurse and doctor 
can't understand the change. 
A patient doesn't trust anybody. 
A patient wants to kill herself. 
Mtrses t•rorried about a certain patient going home at Christmas. 
A patient continually tore dO\m the ward decorations put up by the 
patients and nurses. 
A suicide had affected the patients. 
A patient is "settling down right here". "She doesn't 11ant to go home". 
It is "awfully hard to get to a patient". 
l'.'urses can't comwunicate with a Chinese patient. 
A nurse feels "picked on" and frustrated. 
Patients are very quiet - nurses can't get them to do anythin~::. Few 
Nill even talk. 
A patient feels she has grandiose powers. "She is not to be trusted". 
What does a nurse say to a patient \~ho asks, "1'/hy am I here?" 
A patient is definitely suicidal but "doesn't appear that \1ay". 
"A patient is looking for a \~ay to get \~hiskey". 
A patient always intervenes 1·1hen nurses are attempting to converse 
with a certain patient. 
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APPENDIX B (continued) 
A patient is avoiding her therapy session. 
It is difficult to know ,.,hen a patient is only acting. This is hard 
to cope with. 
Nobody likes to work with depressed patients. 
A patient \'/ho has been treated for gonorrhea consorts with a possible 
male suspect from another ward. 
HoVI far can a nurse go in persuading a patient that her delusions 
are not so1 
A nurse can't understand a patient. 
A nurse is perplexed about a patient. 
A patient addicted to drugs "Jill probably start acting up. 
A patient dreamed that she took pills and committed suicide. Is this 
a warning? 
A patient thro\tS her pills away. 
A patient doesn't feel anyone can trust her anymore. 
Fixing up the day room is a problem. 
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